Phycomyces and the biology of light and color.
Phycomyces has been in the laboratories for about 140 years, sometimes following trends and fashions, but often anticipating them. Researchers have been attracted by the sensitive and precise responses of Phycomyces to light and other stimuli, coupled with easy manipulations and good adaptation to laboratory life. It is a simple prototype of the many organisms that use light as a source of information but not as a significant source of energy. Growth, development, genetics, and carotene production have been other subjects of pioneering research. Phycomyces was the second organism, after us, known to require a vitamin. It was one of the first organisms in the research on spontaneous mutants and the second, after Drosophila, in which mutations were induced artificially. It was used to coin the concept and the name of heterokaryosis. Phycomyces heterokaryons offer unique experimental possibilities, for instance in the study of gene function in vivo and the causes of cell death. An overall impression of parsimony and combinatorial gene usage arises from the genetic analysis of the complex functions of this fungus. The main subjects of recent attention have been the various reactions to light, gravitropism, and some aspects of metabolism, particularly the production of carotene. Interest in Phycomyces is slacking because of the repeated failures at transforming it stably with exogenous DNA.